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Abstract: The importance of thermal modification is increasing worldwide. Increased use of thermally
modified timber (TMT) has resulted in a need for reliable quality control, comprising control of
variation of the production within defined limits, allowing third-party control in the case of certification
and the regulation of customer complaints and claims. Techniques are thus needed to characterise the
modification of quality in terms of improved target properties of TMT during industrial production,
and of TMT products that have been in service for an arbitrary time. In this study, we aimed to
utilise dynamic vapor sorption (DVS) for this purpose. Norway spruce (Picea abies) and European
beech (Fagus sylvatica) samples were thermally modified at different temperatures according to
different heat treatment techniques: (1) the Silvapro process based on an initial vacuum; (2) an air
heat treatment, whereby samples were wrapped in aluminium foil; (3) thermal modification of wood
samples in the ambient atmosphere in a laboratory oven. Wood samples from closed processes were
analysed for validation. TMT was characterised with respect to mass loss, colour and density. Mass
loss of wood due to modification (MLTM) was correlated with factors derived from DVS analysis.
The present DVS measurements suggest that the equilibrium wood moisture content (EMC95% RH),
the time to reach 10% wood moisture content (t10% MC), and the elongation factor, c, derived from
a logarithmic function, can serve as alternative parameters to characterise the quality of several
thermal modification processes. Further studies are recommended using other wood species, different
modification processes and further parameters gained from DVS measurements to understand the
robustness and the predictive power of the applied technique.
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1. Introduction

Wood in structural applications is often exposed to weathering and degrading organisms [1].
It therefore needs to be protected to slow the natural process of biodeterioration [2,3]. In nature,
biodegradation is fundamental and desirable, but when the wood is used for structural purposes,
degradation needs to be inhibited [4]. In the past, degradation was predominately controlled by the
use of biocides [5]. However, the importance of wood preservatives has decreased significantly during
the past two decades, not at least due to the changed attitude of consumers and the ban of the most
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common and effective preservatives, especially in Europe [6]. Research and commercial interest have
consequently focused on alternative approaches, such as wood modification [7]. Among various
modification techniques, thermal modification is the most important in terms of traded volumes. Up to
500,000 m3 of thermally modified timber (TMT) is produced annually in Europe [8].

TMT is produced in an oxygen-reduced environment at temperatures between 160 ◦C and
240 ◦C. This can be achieved with different methods, such as the use of hot oil, water-saturated
steam, superheated steam, nitrogen gas, or an initial vacuum [9,10]. In general, higher modification
temperatures and longer modification duration result in more severe changes of various wood
properties. During the heat treatment, a multitude of chemical reactions take place, leading to changes
in the primary wood cell wall components, and a darkening of the material. Among other changes,
TMT is more resistant to fungal decay and more dimensionally stable compared to untreated wood,
which qualifies it for indoor and outdoor use as cladding, decking, flooring, garden furniture and
window joinery [11].

The increased use of TMT has resulted in a need for reliable quality control, comprising control of
the variation of production within defined limits, allowing third-party control in the case of certification
and the regulation of customer complaints and claims [12,13]. The measures used for quality control
can either be targeted properties or certain auxiliary indicators, such as the mass loss (MLTM) that
occurs due to gasification of the wood substance during the process. Mass loss measurements can
be conducted on small samples or an entire treatment batch, and they can be done subsequently or
online. Since MLTM is easy to determine and correlate with various other wood properties that are
affected by thermal modification, such as elasto-mechanical properties, colour, biological durability
and dimensional stability, it is one of the most frequent parameters for quality control of TMT [14–17].
However, MLTM cannot be determined when the initial wood mass is unknown. Therefore, MLTM

measurements cannot be used for subsequent quality assessment of products in service and customer
complaint management. For this reason, alternative methods for quality control of TMT have been
developed, such as colour assessment [18–20], various spectroscopy techniques [21,22], nuclear
magnetic resonance [23], electron paramagnetic resonance [24,25], thermal techniques such as thermal
gravimetric analysis (TGA) [14,26], elasto-mechanical testing [9], impact ball milling [27] and chemical
analysis [28]. Most of the techniques mentioned above are either destructive or cannot be used for
testing material that is weathered from service, since weathering affects the respective measurand
itself [29]. Furthermore, it is preferable to determine at least one of the main target properties of TMT,
rather than exclusively indirect auxiliary measures.

Sorption of wood is highly affected by heat treatment. It might serve as a quality indicator, since
the reduction of accessible hydroxyl groups is one of the primary goals of thermal modification [30].
The equilibrium moisture content (EMC) of TMT is thus much lower than that of untreated wood
in a given climate [31]. Long-term monitoring of wood moisture content has indicated that the
response of TMT to relative humidity (RH) remains fairly constant during weathering, and the sorption
properties of wood below the surface are not significantly affected by weathering [32], at least for
wood exposed in use class 2 and 3.1 [33]. Sorption properties could therefore serve as an alternative
method for quality control, even after TMT has been in outdoor use for several years. The methods
for sorption assessment of wood are not standardised and can vary a lot [34,35]. For this study,
a gravimetric sorption apparatus based on dynamic vapour sorption (DVS) was used. DVS is fairly
fast, precise and versatile. This method can be applied to freshly treated wood or wood that is already
in service. The objective of this study was to elucidate the suitability of DVS measurements for the
quality assessment of TMT.
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2. Material and Methods

2.1. Material

The experiments were performed with Norway spruce (Picea abies) and European beech
(Fagus sylvatica), representing commonly used softwoods and hardwoods in Europe that are frequently
subject to thermal modification. The wood originated from Slovenia and was without visible signs
of decay, discolouration or growth anomalies. Ten matched specimens of 20 × 30 × 500 mm3 were
thermally modified and afterwards cut to 12 × 12 × 30 mm3 (R × T × L). All specimens were made of
the same tree. Planks were obtained from a local sawmill. Samples were free of growth anomalies,
decay and blue stain infestation. Samples were oven dried prior to thermal modification.

Three different modification procedures were applied to show the robustness of the designated
method for quality control. Firstly, a commercial Silvapro process based on an initial vacuum [17] was
applied. Secondly, samples were tightly wrapped in aluminium foil to decrease the oxidation processes,
and modified in the ambient atmosphere in a laboratory oven [16]. Thirdly, samples were modified
in the ambient atmosphere in a laboratory oven accepting unlimited oxidation [36]. All processes ran
at normal pressure in an open system, allowing the removal of degradation products. Spruce wood
was modified at 200, 210, 220 and 230 ◦C. Beech wood was modified at slightly lower temperatures,
i.e., 180, 200, 210 and 220 ◦C, as it is more sensitive to thermal degradation than spruce. The holding
time was always three hours. The MLTM of oven-dry specimens was calculated at the end of the
process, based on the oven-dry mass before and after treatment. Each modification was performed
with four replicates.

For comparison, only Norway spruce wood was modified in a closed system process at 160 ◦C
(0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa) and 170 ◦C (0.8 MPa) in laboratory scale. The applied process was based on the
Firmolin process described by Willems [37]. It consisted of four steps: constant pre-vacuum at <14 kPa
for 50 min, temperature increase at a rate of 12 ◦C per hour until the peak temperature (160 ◦C, 170 ◦C)
was reached with simultaneous increasing of pressure up to 0.1 MPa or 0.3 MPa (160 ◦C) and 0.8 MPa
(170 ◦C), a holding phase at the peak temperature for three hours, followed by a cooling phase at a rate
of 20 ◦C per hour until 65 ◦C. The vessel was opened, specimens removed and the corrected MLTM

calculated based on the oven-dry specimens’ mass before and after treatment.

2.2. Characterisation of Thermally Modified Timber (TMT)

After three weeks of conditioning in normal laboratory conditions, the samples were analysed
to determine the basic properties of the TMT. The envelope density (ρ0) [38] of oven-dry wood was
determined with GeoPyc 1365 (Micromeritics, Germany). The envelope density was measured on
five oven-dried replicate specimens (12 × 12 × 30 mm3). GeoPyc is a displacement measurement
equipment. The method utilises free-flowing solid, compression and displacement measurement to
determine the envelope volume. Instead of mercury, Dry Flo (registered trademark, Micromeritics
Instrument Corporation, Norcross, GA, USA), a free-flowing solid was used. First, the sample chamber
was filled with Dry Flo only and, under rotating movement and desired pressure, the volume of the
sand was calculated. Secondly, the sample was positioned in Dry Flo, which was agitated and gently
consolidated around the tested sample. Dry Flo particles do not penetrate the wood. The total volume
of sand and sample was measured. The sample envelope volume was calculated from the difference
in volume between the two measurements. For determining the envelope density of the wood samples,
a chamber with 12.7 mm internal diameter was used. A standard consolidation force of 28 N and
a 0.1284 cm3/mm conversion factor for this chamber were used, according to the operating manual.
This force was low enough to avoid any damage to the wood structure. A volume ratio between
the sample and the Dry Flo media (25% by volume) was applied according to the manufacturer’s
recommendation [39,40].

Changes in colour are among the first indicators of thermal cell wall modification. The surface
of the samples was not sanded or planed before the measurements. There were no condensates
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determined on the surface, which might affect the colour. The samples were scanned before cutting
to smaller sizes. The longitudinal side of each sample (five in total per modification) was scanned.
The colour was evaluated using the CIE L*a*b* colour space system according to three axes: the
lightness (L) increases from 0 (black) to 100 (white), the a-axis extends from green (−) to red (+), and the
b-axis from blue (−) to yellow (+) [41]. Scanning was performed with an HP Scanjet G4050. The average
colour of the entire scanned surface was calculated directly with CorelDRAW software [42].

2.3. DVS Analysis of TMT

Samples for DVS analysis were milled in a Retsch SM 2000 cutting mill (Retsch GmbH, Haan,
Germany) with a Conidur® perforation sieve with 1.0 mm perforations. Milled wood samples were
conditioned at 20 ± 0.2 ◦C and 1 ± 1% RH through blowing with dry air. Analysis of the wood samples
was performed using a DVS apparatus (DVS Intrinsic, Surface Measurement Systems Ltd., London,
UK). A small amount (approximately 400 mg) of pre-conditioned wood chips was placed on the sample
holder, which was suspended in a microbalance within a sealed, thermostatically controlled chamber,
in which a constant flow of dry compressed air was passed over the sample at a flow rate of 200 cm3/s
and a temperature of 25 ± 0.2 ◦C. The schedule for DVS had two steps: 0% and 95% RH. The DVS
maintained a given RH until the weight change of the sample was less than 0.002%/min for at least
10 min. The running time, target RH, actual RH, and sample weight were recorded three times per min
throughout the isotherm run.

After the DVS analysis, equilibrium moisture content at 95% RH (EMC95% RH), the time needed to
reach equilibrium state (t95% RH), the time needed to reach the half value of the equilibrium moisture
content (tEMC/2), and the time required to reach 10% moisture content (t10% MC) were determined.
Additionally, graphs were made; the measurement time was plotted on the abscissa, the moisture
content was plotted on the ordinate, and an elongation factor, c, was derived from the logarithmic
function y = c × ln(x) + b. Only the first 800 measurements were considered for the calculations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Properties of Thermally Modified Timber (TMT)

The following subchapter aims to describe the material used in the subsequent DVS analysis.
In each description, we primarily focused on the modification of wood in the open system and not
on the material modified in the closed system. Material modified in the closed process served for
comparison of two different groups of thermal modification procedures, and for validation of the idea.
The primary parameter that describes the quality of the modified wood is the modification temperature
and respective MLTM after modification. As shown by Welzbacher et al. [16], MLTM increases with
increasing temperature and/or duration of the treatment. This relationship was confirmed in our
experiments, as shown in Table 1. As expected, the highest MLTM was determined for unwrapped
samples modified in a laboratory oven, in which oxidation processes were not hindered. The lowest
MLTM of spruce wood samples was determined for specimens wrapped in aluminium foil. The foil
prevented evaporation of degradation products. Condensation of the degradation products was thus
likely to take place. For example, spruce wood samples modified at the highest temperature (230 ◦C)
lost 12.3% when modified unwrapped in the oven in an ambient atmosphere, and only 8.2% when
wrapped in foil (Table 1). Since samples from the same board were modified within the same process,
the difference can be ascribed to wrapping only. Wrapping results in a higher pH of the samples,
compared to samples modified according to the Silvapro procedure determined in parallel experiments,
as reported by Repič [43].

Similarly, as reported for MLTM, colour changes increased with increasing modification
temperature. The higher the modification temperature, the darker the colour of the wood, as
can be seen from the L* coordinate in Table 1. The average L* of non-modified spruce wood was 83.8.
This value decreased to 53.3 on specimens modified at 200 ◦C according to the Silvapro procedure,
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and reached a minimum with spruce wood specimens modified at 230 ◦C according to the same
procedure (34.8). A similar relationship was found for beech wood samples (Table 1). This phenomenon
is well known and has been described in detail previously [9,10,18]. The darker colour of TMT originates
from chemical changes in the main cell wall polymers, where Klason lignin is more affected than the
polysaccharides. This is associated with the generation of chromophoric groups, mainly an increase
in carbonyl groups [44]. The highest variation (as seen from standard variation) in colour was observed
with unwrapped samples modified in the oven. In contrast, the colour of wrapped samples that were
modified according to the SilvaPro process was fairly uniform (Table 1), likely as aluminium foil
distributes temperature on the surface uniformly.

Table 1. Characteristics of thermally modified wood. Standard deviations are displayed in parenthesis.

Wood Temperature (◦C) Process Mass Loss (%) Density (kg/m3)
CIE Parameters

L* a* b*

Spruce

Control / 0.0 432 (10) 83.8 (1.3) 6.5 (0.4) 10.4 (0.4)

200
Silvapro 3.7 (0.2) 383 (8) 53.3 (1.7) 9.6 (0.5) 10.4 (0.4)
Al-foil 2.7 (0.2) 377 (4) 59.1 (2.4) 8.9 (0.5) 11.3 (0.3)
Oven 3.0 (0.3) 400 (24) 56.6 (1.8) 9.0 (0.3) 10.4 (0.4)

210
Silvapro 4.9 (0.3) 410 (8) 45.0 (3.5) 10.7 (0.4) 10.3 (0.4)
Al-foil 3.8 (0.1) 401 (5) 51.9 (1.1) 10.1 (0.3) 11.5 (0.4)
Oven 4.7 (0.3) 376 (13) 47.9 (6.5) 9.9 (0.9) 9.9 (0.4)

220
Silvapro 7.8 (0.2) 384 (7) 39.0 (3.9) 10.3 (0.2) 8.6 (1.0)
Al-foil 6.5 (0.3) 387 (7) 47.5 (2.3) 10.7 (0.4) 10.6 (0.6)
Oven 8.8 (1.0) 420 (42) 36.3 (5.2) 10.3 (0.5) 8.1 (1.4)

230
Silvapro 10.8 (1.0) 347 (10) 34.8 (2.9) 10.1 (0.4) 8.1 (0.9)
Al-foil 8.2 (0.4) 370 (8) 42.0 (1.4) 10.9 (0.0) 10.1 (0.3)
Oven 12.3 (1.2) 393 (9) 38.2 (5.4) 10.2 (1.0) 8.7 (1.9)

Beech

Control / 0.0 690 (38) 75.4 (1.7) 6.5 (0.2) 6.7 (0.4)

180
Silvapro 0.9 (0.0) 734 (10) 54.5 (1.7) 8.0 (0.3) 7.8 (0.2)
Al-foil 0.5 (0.1) 672 (9) 62.0 (1.7) 7.3 (0.4) 8.6 (0.2)
Oven 0.8 (0.1) 714 (4) 61.0 (3.1) 6.7 (0.8) 7.1 (0.5)

200
Silvapro 4.8 (0.6) 729 (5) 41.4 (2.4) 9.4 (0.0) 7.8 (0.4)
Al-foil 4.0 (0.1) 735 (12) 45.3 (3.8) 9.7 (0.4) 9.1 (0.4)
Oven 4.3 (0.5) 720 (8) 45.4 (3.6) 9.2 (0.2) 8.4 (0.4)

210
Silvapro 7.0 (0.5) 717 (3) 39.9 (1.7) 9.2 (0.2) 7.2 (0.4)
Al-foil 7.6 (0.6) 685 (5) 36.9 (0.7) 9.9 (0.0) 7.5 (0.2)
Oven 8.6 (0.4) 702 (3) 35.8 (1.9) 8.9 (0.5) 6.3 (1.0)

220
Silvapro 10.9 (0.3) 704 (14) 31.2 (2.1) 7.7 (0.4) 4.8 (0.5)
Al-foil 12.4 (0.2) 660 (8) 32.1 (1.2) 8.3 (0.3) 5.5 (0.5)
Oven 12.7 (0.8) 719 (7) 35.0 (2.4) 8.6 (0.2) 6.1 (0.6)

Spruce

160
1 bar

2.3 479 (2) 76.5 (2.4) 8.3 (0.3) 10.7 (0.3)
2.1 420 (2) 73.2 (0.9) 8.3 (0.7) 10.9 (0.4)

3 bar
2.8 437 (7) 65.7 (2.5) 9.0 (1.0) 11.4 (1.0)
3.4 396 (8) 66.7 (0.8) 9.0 (0.5) 11.3 (0.0)

170 8 bar
10.3 396 (7) 49.1 (2.4) 10.2 (0.8) 9.9 (0.5)
10.8 397 (10) 45.5 (1.6) 10.9 (0.4) 9.9 (0.0)

3.2. DVS Analysis of TMT

The main aim of this study was to utilise dynamic vapour sorption (DVS) analysis for the quality
control of TMT and to find an indicator that adequately reflects the degree, and hence the quality, of
thermal modification. DVS analysis followed two steps: at 0% RH, to record the absolutely dry mass of
the sample in the test, followed by a second step at 95% RH, until the equilibrium moisture content of
the sample was reached. Parameters obtained during DVS analysis were compared to the MLTM of the
samples during thermal modification. The typical increase in the MC during conditioning can be seen
from Figures 1 and 2. The increase in the sample mass followed a logarithmic function. The increase
in the MC during the initial phase of the experiment was faster. Thereafter, a steady decrease in the
absorption of water vapour continued until reaching the equilibrium state.
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Figure 1. Dynamic vapor sorption (DVS) sorption curves of Norway spruce (PiAb) wood modified
according to different procedures: Silavapro (Silva) (A); modification of samples wrapped in aluminium
foil (foil) (B); modification that took place in an ambient atmosphere in the oven (oven) (C).

As reported in the literature [9,10,12,16,45], thermal modification has a considerable effect on the
EMC of wood. The EMC of wood at 95% RH (EMC95% RH) decreased with increasing modification
intensity (Figures 1 and 2; Table 2). The lowest EMC95% RH of the samples were observed for specimens
modified at the highest temperature, which appeared to be independent of the applied modification
procedure. The average EMC95% RH of modified spruce wood ranged between 12.3% (Silvapro, 230 ◦C)
and 13.1% (oven, 230 ◦C). The EMC95% RH of non-modified spruce was considerably higher (21.7%).
Although lower temperatures were used for the modification of beech wood, the EMC95% RH of the
beechwood modified at the highest temperature was lower than that of spruce wood. It ranged
between 11.1% (wrapped, 220 ◦C) and 12.0% (Silvapro, 220 ◦C). The effect of the lower modification
temperatures on the EMC95% RH of the samples was smaller. None of the modified samples had
an EMC95% RH higher than those of the control specimens (Table 2). A similar ratio between the
EMC95% RH of TMT and that of the controls supported previous findings reported by Jalaludin et al. [45]
and Olek et al. [46]. This phenomenon can be ascribed to a substantial loss of hemicelluloses, resulting
in an overall reduction of free and accessible sorption sites (OH groups), and potential cross-linking
reactions. Finally, cellulose crystallinity increased, resulting in a reduction of accessible OH groups [10].
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Figure 2. DVS sorption curves of European beech (FaSi) wood modified according to different
procedures: Silavapro (Silva) (A); modification of samples wrapped in aluminium foil (foil) (B);
modification that took place in an ambient atmosphere in the oven (oven) (C).

In general, it can be seen that modified samples conditioned faster than non-modified samples
(Figures 1 and 2, Table 2). This became evident for wood modified at higher temperatures. For example,
the control spruce samples needed 532 min to reach equilibrium at 95% RH. In contrast, samples
modified at the highest temperature of 230 ◦C needed only 245 min (wrapped samples) and 300 min
(samples modified in the oven). A similar ratio was found for beech wood (Table 2). This finding is in line
with a DVS analysis of thermally modified acacia and sesendok wood reported by Jalaludin et al. [45].

Table 2. Influence of thermal modification procedures on factors derived from DVS analysis: maximum
equilibrium moisture content (EMC95% RH), time to reach equilibrium moisture content (t95% RH), time
to reach half value of the equilibrium moisture content (tEMC/2), time required to reach 10% moisture
content (t10% MC) and factor c derived from logarithmic function y = c × ln(x) + b.

Wood Temperature (◦C) Process EMC95% RH
(%)

t95% RH
(min)

tEMC/2
(min)

t10% MC
(min) Factor c

Spruce

Control / 21.7 532 21.7 18.3 4.09

200
Silvapro 15.6 346 15.9 28.4 2.76
Al-foil 16.7 501 19.6 30.5 3.02
Oven 16.6 265 14.6 21.7 2.94

210
Silvapro 14.8 279 14.6 30.5 2.61
Al-foil 16.1 438 14.9 25.1 2.74
Oven 14.8 340 15.2 31.5 2.60

220
Silvapro 14.2 396 14.6 35.2 2.38
Al-foil 13.8 434 15.2 41.0 2.34
Oven 13.7 430 16.9 45.4 2.42

230
Silvapro 12.3 259 11.2 43.3 1.98
Al-foil 12.5 245 11.5 43.7 2.09
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Table 2. Cont.

Wood Temperature (◦C) Process EMC95% RH
(%)

t95% RH
(min)

tEMC/2
(min)

t10% MC
(min) Factor c

Oven 13.1 300 12.2 38.6 2.16

Beech

Control / 22.1 488 25.7 21.0 4.23

180
Silvapro 19.0 627 26.4 29.8 3.48
Al-foil 18.8 458 25.4 29.1 3.57
Oven 20.1 606 26.1 25.4 3.70

200
Silvapro 13.5 409 18.6 55.5 2.34
Al-foil 15.2 504 22.0 44.0 2.71
Oven 15.7 488 21.3 40.0 2.78

210
Silvapro 12.5 436 18.3 72.8 2.13
Al-foil 11.5 416 15.6 101.9 1.88
Oven 12.8 451 18.3 69.7 2.17

220
Silvapro 12.0 305 15.2 74.5 2.07
Al-foil 11.1 353 15.9 117.1 1.86
Oven 11.4 375 15.2 100.6 1.86

Spruce

160
1 bar

20.3 433 9.8 9.5 2.99
20.7 463 8.8 8.5 2.90

3 bar
19.5 473 7.8 8.1 2.63
18.4 488 6.8 8.5 2.30

170 8 bar
11.3 183 3.1 20.3 1.19
10.4 230 3.7 54.5 1.04

Two other parameters based on time were even more indicative; namely, the time to reach
an MC that equals half of the EMC95% RH (tEMC/2), and the time needed to reach 10% MC (t10% MC).
For example, the tEMC/2 of control spruce wood specimens was 21.7 min but modified spruce needed
14.9 min when treated at 210 ◦C, and only 11.6 min when treated at 230 ◦C. It took slightly longer to
reach 10% MC with beech wood specimens, but the ratio between non-modified and modified wood
was similar. The time needed for the wood to reach 10% MC was also somewhat indicative. Untreated
beechwood took 55 min to absorb 10% of the water, while the time required for beech wood modified
at 220 ◦C to absorb the same amount of water was almost double (Table 2).

The last indicator was derived from the logarithmic curve fitted to DVS data. Factor c is
an elongation factor of the logarithmic curve. An elongation factor higher than 1 stretches the curve;
thus, wood with a higher EMC should have a higher elongation factor than modified wood. This factor
varied between 4.23 for non-modified beech and 1.86 for beech modified at 220 ◦C in the oven (Table 2).

3.3. Correlations between Modification Intensity and DVS-Derived Parameters

A correlation between indicators described in the previous sections and mass loss due to thermal
modification was established. For comparison, L*—lightness, one of the most frequently used
indicators [9,10,18] was applied. Colour values, predominantly the lightness, are among the very few
properties that are not affected by the treatment temperature [16]. This means that the correlation
between MLTM and colour is the same for 180 ◦C and 220 ◦C [18]. The correlations are displayed
in Table 3 and are summarised for all treatments. As expected, we found a fairly good correlation
between MLTM and the L* parameter. The Pearson correlation coefficient between MLTM and L*
was −0.88 for spruce and −0.90 for beech wood. However, L* is a very appropriate indicator for
both freshly modified wood and potentially even for weathered wood if the grey surface layer is
removed. Other indicators derived from colour analysis (a* and b*) seemed less suitable. Similarly, the
density of modified wood was less indicative due to the natural variability of the wood. As specimens
were milled prior to DVS analysis, the influence of density was minimised. In contrast, indicators
derived from sorption analysis appeared more suitable. Among these, EMC at 95% RH (EMC95% RH)
and the time required for wood to reach a certain threshold (t95% RH, t10% MC) were very indicative.
For example, the Pearson coefficient for the correlation between t10% MC and MLTM was 0.85 for spruce
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and 0.93 for beech. A striking, statistically significant correlation was determined between MLTM and
the elongation factor c, i.e., −0.87 for spruce and −0.91 for beech wood specimens (Table 3; Figure 3).

To study the applicability of the developed method, DVS analysis of wood modified in a closed
process was also performed. On the one hand, the same calibration curves could not be applied to
modified wood from closed and open systems (Figure 3), which is in line with previous publications [15,47].
On the other hand, we found a fairly good correlation between some of the indicators, namely tEMC/2

(r = −0.97), t10% MC (r = −1.0) and c (r = −0.99). These data indicate the robustness of this method and its
suitability for assessing the modification rate with wood modified in different processes. However, the
same parameters cannot be applied on wood modified in open and closed systems.

Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) between mass loss (MLTM) of Norway spruce and European
beech wood after modification, and selected indicators derived from DVS analysis, density and colour
(CIEL*a*b* analysis) of modified wood. For validation, wood modified in the closed system was also
analysed (Spruce UG). p indicates the statistical significance of correlations.

Indicator
Spruce Beech Spruce UG

r p r p r p

EMC95% RH −0.87 0.0001 −0.92 <0.0001 −0.77 <0.0001
t95% RH −0.51 0.0749 −0.80 0.0010 −0.97 0.0003
tEMC/2 −0.76 0.0026 −0.94 <0.0001 0.73 0.0434

t10% MC 0.85 0.0002 0.93 <0.0001 −1.00 0.0643
c −0.87 0.0001 −0.91 <0.0001 −0.99 <0.0001

Density −0.44 0.1366 −0.22 0.5073 −0.60 0.1475
L* −0.88 <0.0001 −0.90 <0.0001 −0.97 0.0003
a* 0.68 0.0111 0.41 0.1614 0.92 0.0032
b* −0.77 0.0020 −0.67 0.0114 −0.68 0.0931
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Figure 3. Correlation between mass loss of Norway spruce (A), European beech (B) and reference
thermally treated spruce (C) wood after modification, and selected indicators derived from DVS
analysis of modified wood.

4. Conclusions

The mass loss (MLTM) of wood due to thermal degradation is one of the most frequently used
indicators of treatment efficiency in thermal modification processes. However, it can only be determined
immediately after the modification process, provided that the initial wood mass is known. In this
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study, DVS measurements were conducted with TMT from different treatment processes, and their
suitability for quality control was evaluated. The following can be concluded from the obtained results:

• Lightness, L*, correlated well with MLTM, but the a* and b* coordinates did not. Since TMT is not
UV stable, its colour changes during light exposure and weathering.

• Various parameters derived from DVS analysis of, in total, 26 different TMT materials showed high
potential to predict the treatment intensity of thermal modification reliably and might, therefore,
serve as quality control indicators.

• The equilibrium moisture content at 95% RH (EMC95% RH), the time needed to reach equilibrium
state (t95% RH), the time needed to reach half value of the equilibrium moisture content (tEMC/2),
the time required to reach 10% MC (t10% MC), and factor c derived from a logarithmic function
(y = c × ln(x) + b), were among the most promising indicators.

• The current DVS measurements suggest that EMC95% RH, t10% MC and factor c could be used as
alternative parameters to determine the quality of the modification process.

• Further work with other wood species, different modification approaches, and also other
parameters gained from DVS measurements than described here, is recommended to understand
the robustness of the new proposed quality control parameters.

• DVS measurements were found to be a suitable method for the assessment of the modification
degree of wood modified according to the Silvapro method.

• Aluminium foil has a positive effect on the performance of thermally modified wood in an open
thermal modification system.

• Future studies should also show whether DVS-derived indicators can predict the outdoor moisture
performance of TMT.
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